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Here to make your life easier

The trusted bespoke energy 
solution that saves you time, 

hassle and money! 

10,109
managed meters

The BMU Solution - How we support you.

Our proven solutions are simply designed to save you time and money 
while enhancing your service to your clients, thus leaving you to get on 

and manage your business and not complex energy bills.

BMU Bill Validation and More...

Our unique 10 point bill validation process quickly 
identifies common issues such as incorrectly applied 
prices, incorrect VAT rates and excessively high 
estimated reads. From here we then communicate with 
the supplier on your behalf to remedy these issues. 

Our processes are very flexible and we can tailor our 
approach to invoice validation which dovetails with the 
requirements of your business. 

The big BMU benefit here is that your office staff do 
not waste precious time manually trawling through 
invoices checking usage and rates to ensure accuracy 
of the suppliers billing, which can be a frustrating and 
arduous task.

Not only do we validate and identify errors we also 
deal with the queries and resolve them on you behalf.

Processing and efficiencies.

BMU adapt the e-billing data made available from 
energy suppliers to create a bespoke template to 
upload to your own database. The time and cost 
savings for all businesses is significant. Painful keyboard 
tapping is replaced on a weekly or monthly basis with a 
simple .xlsx file that has all your invoice data mapped 
into the required format for your property database.

BMU then work with you to adapt this process for the 
requirements of your business, seamlessly eradicating 
the risk of costly, error-prone manual data entry with a 
slick solution that will vastly improve the efficiency of 
your operation.
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The Benefits for BMU partners

The procurement and management of energy can be a 
complicated and frustrating process which is why we 
devised our unique service to make your life easier and 
allow your staff to get on with more productive tasks.

We save you time and money.

The BMU system frees your staff to focus on your 
clients, residents and managing your properties.

In addition your Account Manager will aim to save you 
money on tariffs wherever possible and advise on 
creating new income streams.

Standards

We are proud that we not only adhere to but also set 
the highest of standards that others follow.  

We also don’t sub-contract any part of our services to 
third-parties, everything we do for you is carried out 
‘in-house’ by our expert team.

Transparency and trust are central to our values to 
which our reputation is built on. We also appreciate 
that businesses face different challenges and operate 
as such, hence why we take a bespoke approach to 
each client solution and carefully personalise it to fit 
your needs.

We only trade with Property Management 
Companies so we fully understand the

requirements of our customers.

In a competitive market place, we are 
delighted with the overall service provided 

to us and on behalf of our clients by the 
BMU team.

Trinity Estates

Because we only work with Property Management companies, we have 
great knowlwedge of the challenges you face hence we can devise a 

tailored solution that quickly benefits your business.

BMU’s innovative approach is now an established 
and trusted tool for thousands of 

Property Managers across the UK.


